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Celebration! On December 9th, 2017 we celebrated the Grand Opening at our new 350,000 sq. ft. expansion to our manufacturing facility. This expansion puts our total manufacturing facility at more than 800,000 sq. ft. making us one of the largest, if not the largest playground equipment manufacturing facilities in the world.

This new expansion brings even more innovation and automation. Some of our new equipment includes, but not limited to, ten (10) automated welding stations, new precision plasma cutting machines, pipe bending machines, sheet metal presses and two (2) new automated paint lines, that also double as a poly thermo dipping line. Our new rotomolded plastic compounding equipment is state-of-the-art. All this enhances our ability to craft the perfect playground more precisely and quicker than ever before.

For more than 25 years KidsTale has created playgrounds that are safe, imaginative and durable. KidsTale’s team of international designers produce designs that encourage creativity and imagination while focusing on safety. Our colorful themed units prove that you do not have to sacrifice durability and safety for artistic detail and craftsmanship.

At KidsTale we believe that children having fun and being safe is why we do what we do. We are proud certified members of IPEMA and follow all the national and international playground safety guidelines for both ASTM and the Consumer Products Safety Commission. Our long list of certifications and qualifications include, but not limited to the following: ISO 9001, IPEMA, ASTM-1487, CAN-CSA-Z614-14 and EN1176.

KidsTale is committed to providing our customers with superior service, selection and safety that exceed expectations. Our team’s desire is to be the ONLY playground equipment provider worthy of being called a true partner.
“I cannot thank you enough for the great job your team did at the North Campus! That is the best playground I have ever seen anywhere! Thank you so much for going above and beyond our expectations!”

—James River Church
“Our new KidsTale playground is the focal point of our community. The residents are grateful to have such an exciting and safe place for their children to play. Thank you for making it all possible.”

—Greenbriar HOA
“We couldn’t be happier with how this park turned out. The community and parents have not stopped talking about how great it is. Thank you for everything you did making this a reality and going the extra mile. We love it!”

—City of McAlester
MINIMO™

The MINIMO Series is part of the KidStale product line. Featuring the MINIMO Series is the best choice for interesting and unique play environments, especially for the 3-5 age group. Offering the same variety of colors as MINIMO, the MINIMO Series maximizes physical development with an infusion of interactive and age-appropriate play components.

Features:
- 3.5" O.D.
- Galvanized Steel
- Maintenance free
- Deck Size: 36' Square
- Connection: Post & Clamp

Specifications:
- AGE GROUP: 5-12
- CAPACITY: 72-76
- USE ZONE: 49'x38'

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.

855-880-0388  www.mykidstale.com
**KP-20884**

**AGE GROUP:** 5-12  
**CAPACITY:** 58-62  
**USE ZONE:** 40’x40’

**KP-30541**

**AGE GROUP:** 5-12  
**CAPACITY:** 60-64  
**USE ZONE:** 40’x40’

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.*
Ozark Public School
Ozark, Missouri

MINIMO

KP-80303
AGE GROUP: 5-12
CAPACITY: 56-60
USE ZONE: 40'x38'

KP-20885
AGE GROUP: 5-12
CAPACITY: 40-44
USE ZONE: 40'x32'

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
MININO

KP-80305
AGE GROUP: 5-12
CAPACITY: 54-58
USE ZONE: 47' x 42'

KP-90127
AGE GROUP: 5-12
CAPACITY: 69-73
USE ZONE: 74' x 43'

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
KP-80306
AGE GROUP: 5-12
CAPACITY: 60-64
USE ZONE: 45’x34’

KP-1606
AGE GROUP: 5-12
CAPACITY: 24-28
USE ZONE: 35’x30’

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
KP-80308
AGE GROUP: 2-12
CAPACITY: 68-72
USE ZONE: 44' x 35'

KP-1603
AGE GROUP: 2-12
CAPACITY: 42-46
USE ZONE: 45' x 33'

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
KP-80309
Age Group: 2-12
Capacity: 36-40
Use Zone: 35' x 28'

KP-80310
Age Group: 2-12
Capacity: 50-54
Use Zone: 38' x 37'

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
KP-80242
AGE GROUP: 2-12
CAPACITY: 28-30
USE ZONE: 31’x24”

KP-1611
AGE GROUP: 2-5
CAPACITY: 28-32
USE ZONE: 32’x25”

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
**KP-80311**

**AGE GROUP:** 2-5  
**CAPACITY:** 74-78  
**USE ZONE:** 60’x28’

---

**KP-80312**

**AGE GROUP:** 2-5  
**CAPACITY:** 42-46  
**USE ZONE:** 36’x33’

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.*
KP-1515
AGE GROUP: 2-5
CAPACITY: 26-30
USE ZONE: 36' x 32'

KP-80313
AGE GROUP: 2-5
CAPACITY: 40-44
USE ZONE: 32' x 28'

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
Our Treehouse series is where old meets new. Where wilderness meets urban. When our 6’ post system meets polyeon which allows us to create life like trees, logs, stumps, etc. Let your imagination run wild from within your own treehouse.

Product: P.O.P.
- Guaranteed finish
- Maintenance
- Deck size: 10’ square
- Includes nest & swing

RN-1801
AGE GROUP: 5-12
CAPACITY: 46-50
USE ZONE: 53’ x 50’

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
**RN-1802**

**AGE GROUP:** 2-12  
**CAPACITY:** 34-38  
**USE ZONE:** 44"x36"  

**RN-1803**

**AGE GROUP:** 2-12  
**CAPACITY:** 26-30  
**USE ZONE:** 39"x21"  
**DOSE NOT MEET ADA**

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.*
**Tree House**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Use Zone</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RN-1804</td>
<td>2-12</td>
<td>20-24</td>
<td>28' x28'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RN-1805</td>
<td>2-12</td>
<td>20-24</td>
<td>30' x28'</td>
<td>Does not meet ADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.*

855-880-0388  www.mykidstale.com
Natural Landscape

Natural Landscape Series is a natural fit when it comes to planning outdoor play spaces. Our Natural Landscape Series combines the adventure and exploration of nature with the durability, safety and low maintenance of high-quality play equipment.

Posts: 5" O.D.
Galvanized Steel or Aluminum
Dock Size: 48" Square
Connection: Fluid Damp

NL-30528

AGE GROUP: 5-12
CAPACITY: 48-52
USE ZONE: 51' x 39'

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
NL-1601
AGE GROUP: 2-12
CAPACITY: 62-66
USE ZONE: 58’ x 54’

NL-30529
AGE GROUP: 2-12
CAPACITY: 44-48
USE ZONE: 52’ x 45’

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
NL-80123
AGE GROUP: 2-12
CAPACITY: 18-22
USE ZONE: 37" x 26"

NL-80130
AGE GROUP: 2-12
CAPACITY: 24-28
USE ZONE: 27" x 27"

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
Nexus
The Nexus Series from KidStale is a unique way to meet outdoor play with physical development. Designed to offer creative outdoor play for many years through the KidStale quality you know and expect. K2™ Posts.

NX-1401
AGE GROUP: 5-12
CAPACITY: 34-38
USE ZONE: 56' x 43'

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
NX-1406
AGE GROUP: 5-12
CAPACITY: 32-36
USE ZONE: 49’x41’

NX-1407
AGE GROUP: 5-12
CAPACITY: 36-40
USE ZONE: 57’x46’

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
NX-1403
AGE GROUP: 5-12
CAPACITY: 40-44
USE ZONE: 57" x 47"

NX-1402
AGE GROUP: 5-12
CAPACITY: 10-14
USE ZONE: 35' x 30'

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
MX-80249
AGE GROUP: 5-12
CAPACITY: 82-86
USE ZONE: 72' x 52'

MX-1602
AGE GROUP: 5-12
CAPACITY: 48-52
USE ZONE: 50' x 46'

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
MX-80156
AGE GROUP:  5-12
CAPACITY:  52-56
USE ZONE:  49' x 32'

MX-30187
AGE GROUP:  5-12
CAPACITY:  60-64
USE ZONE:  56' x 41'

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
MX-80125
AGE GROUP: 5-12
CAPACITY: 28-32
USE ZONE: 33'x29''

MX-30188
AGE GROUP: 5-12
CAPACITY: 76-80
USE ZONE: 54'x53''

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
**MX-1611**

**AGE GROUP:** 2-12  
**CAPACITY:** 22-26  
**USE ZONE:** 36’x31’

**MX-80314**

**AGE GROUP:** 2-12  
**CAPACITY:** 42-46  
**USE ZONE:** 33’x30’

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.*
Southern Hills Baptist Church
Tulsa Oklahoma

MX-1608
AGE GROUP: 2-12
CAPACITY: 40-44
USE ZONE: 50’x31’

MX-80166
AGE GROUP: 2-5
CAPACITY: 32-36
USE ZONE: 42’x28’

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.

855-880-0388 www.mykidstale.com
Grimes Elementary
Tulsa Oklahoma

MX-30292
AGE GROUP: 2-5
CAPACITY: 58-62
USE ZONE: 49’ x 37’

MX-80159
AGE GROUP: 2-5
CAPACITY: 26-30
USE ZONE: 37’ x 26’

It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.

www.mykidstale.com
INCLUSIVe PLAY

Chadick Park
McAlester Oklahoma

MX-30400
AGE GROUP: 2-12
CAPACITY: 88-92
USE ZONE: 72’ x 60’

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.

855-880-0388 www.mykidstale.com
MX-1620

AGE GROUP: 2-12
CAPACITY: 74-78
USE ZONE: 58’x47’

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
MX-1622

AGE GROUP: 2-12
CAPACITY: 58-62
USE ZONE: 60' x 41'

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
THEMEPLAY™
The ThemePlay System is a 3D playground that combines KidStale creativity with an engaging design approach to imaginative play. Our Play Sets and Kids Castles Series units are designed with an attention to detail that makes active play imaginative play is only limited by your imagination. With a large deck and a full selection of color schemes and play features, the ThemePlay Series offer many ways to enhance your playground.

*Posts: 5" D.D.

*Connection: Post & Cross

**Deck Size: 48" Square

**Capacity: 52-56

**Use Zone: 55’x39’

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
CS-1604
- AGE GROUP: 5-12
- CAPACITY: 28-32
- USE ZONE: 41’x34’

CS-1605
- AGE GROUP: 5-12
- CAPACITY: 34-38
- USE ZONE: 37’x32’

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
CS-30508
AGE GROUP: 2-12
CAPACITY: 40-44
USE ZONE: 41’x38’

KC-1601
AGE GROUP: 2-12
CAPACITY: 44-48
USE ZONE: 39’x33’

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
KC-1603
AGE GROUP: 2-12
CAPACITY: 28-32
USE ZONE: 36'x34'

KC-1604
AGE GROUP: 2-12
CAPACITY: 24-28
USE ZONE: 35'x34'

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
MX-80197
AGE GROUP: 2-5
CAPACITY: 62-66
USE ZONE: 53'x52''

KP-80241
AGE GROUP: 5-12
CAPACITY: 60-64
USE ZONE: 53'x41''

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
THE KIDZONE PLAYHOUSE

The KidZone Playhouse series is a 4-square post system that starts with an aluminum core that is wrapped with recycled poly. Using high-density poly panels in solid color or double color, we can create custom and unique looking playgrounds. If you can dream it, we can build it.

PE-80225
AGE GROUP: 2-6
CAPACITY: 28-32
USE ZONE: 32’x27’

PE-1709
AGE GROUP: 2-5
CAPACITY: 14-18
USE ZONE: 28’x22’

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure an appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
PE-1701
AGE GROUP: 2-5
CAPACITY: 18-22
USE ZONE: 26’x21’

PE-1704
AGE GROUP: 2-5
CAPACITY: 24-28
USE ZONE: 26’x24’

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
PE-1705
AGE GROUP: 2-5
CAPACITY: 16-20
USE ZONE: 24’x22’

PE-1707
AGE GROUP: 2-5
CAPACITY: 20-24
USE ZONE: 28’x25’

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
KP-16ABR
LAYOUT A
AGE GROUP: 2 - 5
CAPACITY: 18 - 22
USE ZONE: 36’ x 25’
COLOR AS SHOWN

KP-16AB
LAYOUT A
AGE GROUP: 2 - 5
CAPACITY: 18 - 22
USE ZONE: 36’ x 25’
COLOR AS SHOWN

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
KP-16ADR
LAYOUT A
AGE GROUP: 5-12
CAPACITY: 20-24
USE ZONE: 38' x 25'
COLOR AS SHOWN

KP-16AD
LAYOUT A
AGE GROUP: 5-12
CAPACITY: 20-24
USE ZONE: 38' x 25'
COLOR AS SHOWN

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
KP-16ABCR

LAYOUT A
AGE GROUP: 2-5
CAPACITY: 22-26
USE ZONE: 42’ x 22’
COLOR AS SHOWN

KP-16ABC

LAYOUT A
AGE GROUP: 2-5
CAPACITY: 22-26
USE ZONE: 42’ x 22’
COLOR AS SHOWN

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
**KP-16ABDR**

**LAYOUT A**
- **AGE GROUP:** 5-12
- **CAPACITY:** 26-30
- **USE ZONE:** 35' x 31'
- **COLOR AS SHOWN**

**KP-16ABD**

**LAYOUT A**
- **AGE GROUP:** 5-12
- **CAPACITY:** 26-30
- **USE ZONE:** 35' x 31'
- **COLOR AS SHOWN**

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.*
KP-16ABDDE

LAYOUT A
AGE GROUP: 5-12
CAPACITY: 36-40
USE ZONE: 38' x 36'
COLOR AS SHOWN

LAYOUT B
USE ZONE: 38' x 33'

LAYOUT C
USE ZONE: 38' x 31'

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
KP-16ABCDDR

LAYOUT A
AGE GROUP: 5-12
CAPACITY: 42-46
USE ZONE: 42’x40’
COLOR AS SHOWN

LAYOUT B
USE ZONE: 38’ x 35’

LAYOUT C
USE ZONE: 40’ x 36’

KP-16ABCDD

LAYOUT A
AGE GROUP: 5-12
CAPACITY: 42-46
USE ZONE: 42’x40’
COLOR AS SHOWN

LAYOUT B
USE ZONE: 38’ x 35’

LAYOUT C
USE ZONE: 40’ x 36’

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
CHILDCENTERS™

Our ChildCenter Series is the premiere line in the industry for sculpted concepts and innovative playground configurations. We include an assortment of play types in each model with models 4, 5, and 6 providing ADA accessibility. The ChildCenter Series is available for your playground and your park for a quality playground experience.

CD-05
AGE GROUP: 2 - 5
CAPACITY: 25 - 29
USE ZONE: 31' x 28'

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
CD-06
AGE GROUP: 2 - 5
CAPACITY: 31 - 35
USE ZONE: 33' x 32'

CD-04
AGE GROUP: 2 - 5
CAPACITY: 16 - 20
USE ZONE: 27' x 22'

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
CD-03X
AGE GROUP: 2 - 5
CAPACITY: 10 - 14
USE ZONE: 22' x 22'

CD-02
AGE GROUP: 2 - 5
CAPACITY: 8 - 10
USE ZONE: 16' x 13'

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
**Toddler Town™**

Toddler Town™ is designed with the needs of our customers during the early childhood development stage of their lives. Creative designs and bright colors capture their young imaginations and play. Toddler Town™ includes panels with developmental play appropriate for both social, cognitive and gross motor skills.

**TT-1601**

**AGE GROUP:** 6 - 23 Months  
**CAPACITY:** 18 - 22  
**USE ZONE:** 25' x 20'

**TT-1603**

**AGE GROUP:** 6 - 23 Months  
**CAPACITY:** 10 - 14  
**USE ZONE:** 24' x 17'

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.*
TT-1604
AGE GROUP: 6 - 23 Months
CAPACITY: 10 - 14
USE ZONE: 20' x 20'
* TALK TUBE SOLD SEPARATELY

KP-30288
AGE GROUP: 6 - 23 Months
CAPACITY: 12 - 16
USE ZONE: 30' x 18'

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
TT-1605
AGE GROUP: 6 - 23 Months
CAPACITY: 14 - 18
USE ZONE: 24’ x 22’

TT-1606
AGE GROUP: 6 - 23 Months
CAPACITY: 6 - 10
USE ZONE: 22’ x 19’

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
FS-0023  UNIT SIZE: 60” x 33” x 37”  
SINGLE ROWER

FS-0012  UNIT SIZE: 53” x 37” x 53”  
SPORT BOARD

FS-0017  UNIT SIZE: 73” x 22” x 66”  
DOUBLE DIP STATION

FS-0021  UNIT SIZE: 56” x 25” x 40”  
DOUBLE WAIST AND BACK STRETCH

FS-0041  UNIT SIZE: 68” x 50” x 63”  
4 PERSON PENDULUM DIP STATION & ABS

FS-0043  UNIT SIZE: 71” x 20” x 42”  
SINGLE SIT-UP BENCH

FS-0009  UNIT SIZE: 37” x 32” x 43”  
HAMSTRING STRETCH

FS-0044  UNIT SIZE: 75” x 44” x 20”  
STEP UP

FS-0015  UNIT SIZE: 65” x 65” x 98”  
TRIPLE HORIZONTAL BAR

FS-0042  UNIT SIZE: 137” x 67” x 57”  
PUSH-UP STATION

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
FS-0045
UNIT SIZE: 75" x 33" x 77"
ACCESSIBLE CHEST PRESS & LAT PULL DOWN

FS-0046
UNIT SIZE: 45" x 25" x 53"
ACCESSIBLE ARM SWINGER & ARM STRENGTH TRAINER

FS-0049
UNIT SIZE: 52" x 28" x 50"
ACCESSIBLE VERTICAL PRESS & ARM TRAINER

FS-0048
UNIT SIZE: 34" x 40" x 53"
ACCESSIBLE STRETCHING WHEEL & SHOULDER ROTATOR

FT-1601
AGE GROUP: 13 AND UP
UNIT SIZE: 34" x 18"
NUMBER OF STATIONS: 5

FT-1602
AGE GROUP: 13 AND UP
UNIT SIZE: 36" x 27"
NUMBER OF STATIONS: 7

FT-1603
AGE GROUP: 13 AND UP
UNIT SIZE: 38" x 29"
NUMBER OF STATIONS: 9

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
### SWINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Item Number</th>
<th>Use Zone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.5' Arch Swing Frame 8 ft - 1 Bay</td>
<td>ASF-350801</td>
<td>24' x 32'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5' Arch Swing Frame 8 ft - 2 Bay</td>
<td>ASF-350802</td>
<td>36' x 32'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5' Arch Swing Frame 8 ft - 3 Bay</td>
<td>ASF-350803</td>
<td>48' x 32'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5' Arch Swing Frame 8 ft - 4 Bay</td>
<td>ASF-350804</td>
<td>60' x 32'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5' Arch Swing Frame 8 ft - 1 Bay</td>
<td>ASF-500801</td>
<td>24' x 32'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5' Arch Swing Frame 8 ft - 2 Bay</td>
<td>ASF-500802</td>
<td>36' x 32'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5' Arch Swing Frame 8 ft - 3 Bay</td>
<td>ASF-500803</td>
<td>48' x 32'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5' Arch Swing Frame 8 ft - 4 Bay</td>
<td>ASF-500804</td>
<td>60' x 32'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belt Seat &amp; Stainless Steel Chain Sets</td>
<td>SS-0002</td>
<td>Sold Separately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Bucket Seat &amp; Stainless Steel Chain Sets</td>
<td>SS-0001</td>
<td>Sold Separately</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FREESTANDING PLAY

- **BSF-500801**
  - Use Zone: 26' x 32'
  - BIG BEND SWING

- **SS-0008**
  - UFO SWING SEAT

- **SS-0005**
  - SWING FULL BUCKET SEAT

- **SS-0006**
  - SINGLE CLEVIS CONNECTOR

- **SS-0007**
  - 1 FT LONG GALVANIZED STEEL CHAIN

- **SS-0004**
  - SWING BELT SEAT

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.*
RC-1601  3’ BOULDER CLIMBER
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 18’ x 16’

RC-1602  4’ BOULDER CLIMBER
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 20’ x 17’

RC-1603  BOULDER CLIMBER WALK
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 30’ x 28’

RC-1604  BOULDER CLIMBER WITH NET LINK
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 33’ x 20’

RC-1605  BOULDER CLIMBER WITH ROPE LINK
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 30’ x 19’

RC-1606  4’ BOULDER BOULDER CLIMBER
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 25’ x 19’

FS-1207  8’ MOUNTAIN TWIST
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 23’ x 23’

FS-20644  DOUBLE TWIST NET CLIMBER
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 22’ x 16’

FS-1813  DOUBLE UP & OVER CLIMBER
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 17’ x 15’

FS-1812  UP & OVER CLIMBER
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 18’ x 15’

FS-1815  DREAM CATCHER
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 20’ x 13’

FS-1814  SKY RAIL
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 25’ x 14’

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
FS-20641
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 19'x19'
CUBE CLIMBER

FS-80222
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 26'x26'
14' GEO DOME
ALSO AVAILABLE IN 17'

FS-20642
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 21'x21'
HEX CLIMB AROUND

RC-25302
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 26'x26'
SPACE MOUNTAIN CLIMBER

FS-20643
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 20'x13'
SPIDER WEB CLIMBER

RC-25603
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
EACH PANEL: 48"x96"
ROCK WALL PANELS

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
FS-50014
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 24' x 15'
FREE STANDING JR. CHALLENGE LADDER

FS-HL1008
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 20' x 16'
FREE STANDING CHALLENGE LADDER

FS-HL1009
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 20' x 16'
FREE STANDING WHEEL CHALLENGE LADDER

FS-HL1004
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 20' x 16'
FREE STANDING INVERT ARCH LADDER

FS-HL1002
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 20' x 20'
90 DEGREE D-SHAPE CHALLENGE LADDER

FS-HL1003
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 20' x 18'
FREE STANDING DOUBLE PARALLEL BAR

FS-HL1006
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 20' x 18'
FREE STANDING OVERHEAD SNAKE LADDER

FS-HL1011
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 20' x 18'
FREE STANDING ZIG-ZAG D-SHAPE LADDER

FS-PN1001
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 41' x 41'
29’ PYRAMID NET CLIMBER
ALSO AVAILABLE IN 14’

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
FM-1801
AGE GROUP: 2 - 12
UNIT SIZE: 27"x25"x42"
RAINBOW XYLOPHONE

FM-1802
AGE GROUP: 2 - 12
UNIT SIZE: 31"x21"x42"
XYLOPHONE CLOUD

FM-1803
AGE GROUP: 2 - 12
UNIT SIZE: 38"x23"x42"
SPLIT RAINBOW XYLOPHONE

FM-1804
AGE GROUP: 2 - 12
UNIT SIZE: 46"x21"x38"
SPECTRUM XYLOPHONE

FM-1807
AGE GROUP: 2 - 12
UNIT SIZE: 27"x5"x60"
CALLIOPE PIPES

FM-1808
AGE GROUP: 2 - 12
UNIT SIZE: 72"x7"x65"
CALLIOPE WAVE PIPES

FM-1809
AGE GROUP: 2 - 12
UNIT SIZE: 28"x16"x71"
EXHAUST PIPES

FM-1810
AGE GROUP: 2 - 12
UNIT SIZE: 67"x30"x38"
TRILOPHONE

FM-1805
AGE GROUP: 2 - 12
UNIT SIZE: 58"x26"x41"
DUO TONE

FM-1806
AGE GROUP: 2 - 12
UNIT SIZE: 21"x38"x40"
NOTE BOAT

FM-1811
AGE GROUP: 2 - 12
UNIT SIZE: 27"x25"x42"
COPPER TONE

FM-1812
AGE GROUP: 2 - 12
UNIT SIZE: 79"x16"x34"
BONGO DRUMS

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
FS-1201
AGE GROUP: 2 - 6
USE ZONE: 23' x 17'
3' FREE STANDING DOUBLE SLIDE

FS-1202
AGE GROUP: 2 - 6 OR 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 25' x 17'
4' FREE STANDING DOUBLE WAVE SLIDE

FS-1203
AGE GROUP: 2 - 5
USE ZONE: 23' x 16'
3' FREE STANDING SINGLE WAVE SLIDE

FS-1204
AGE GROUP: 2 - 5 OR 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 25' x 16'
4' FREE STANDING SINGLE WAVE SLIDE

FS-1208
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 29' x 17'
5' FREE STANDING DOUBLE WAVE SLIDE

FS-1209
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 30' x 25'
6' FREE STANDING TRIPLE SECTIONAL SLIDE

FS-1214
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 28' x 18'
4' FREE STANDING SINGLE RIGHT SLIDE

FS-1215
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 29' x 18'
6' FREE STANDING SINGLE SECTIONAL SLIDE

FS-1211
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 26' x 18'
6' FT FREE STANDING SPIRAL SLIDE

FS-1212
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 29' x 16'
6' FREE STANDING SINGLE SECTIONAL SLIDE

FS-1213
AGE GROUP: 5 - 12
USE ZONE: 34' x 16'
7' FREE STANDING SINGLE SECTIONAL SLIDE

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
COMPONENTS DIRECTORY

142 Decks
143 Minimo Panels
146 Pirate Ship Panels
147 Natural Landscape Panels
149 Kids Castle Panels
151 Maximo Panels
154 Climbers
159 Upper Body Activites
160 Links & Bridges
163 Crawl Tunnels
164 Toppers & Accessories
165 Roofs
167 Slides
169 Nexus Activities

DECKS

36" Triple Slide Deck
36" Square Deck
36" Half Hex Deck
36" Double Slide Deck
36" Triangle Deck
36" Right Triangle Deck
48" Right Triangle Deck
48" Square Deck
48" Half Hex Deck
48" Triangle Deck

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
Minimo Panels

**Components**

- Store Panel
  - Available Below Decks
- Bench Panel
  - Available below decks
- Window Panel
  - Also Available Below Decks
- Alphabet Panel
  - Also available below decks
- Maze Panel
  - Also available below decks
- Shapes Panel
  - Also available below decks
- See Through Panel
  - Also Available Below Decks
- Safety Panel
  - Also Available Below Decks
- Single Slide Hood
- Star Spinner Panel
  - Also available below decks
- Tic-Tac-Toe Panel
  - Also available below decks
- Spin Panel
  - Also available below decks
- Elephant Panel
  - Also Available Below Decks
- Rear Panel
  - Also Available Below Decks
- Clock Panel
  - Also available below decks
- Insects Panel
  - Also available below decks
- Gear Panel
  - Also available below decks
- Paddle Ball Panel
  - Also available below decks

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.*
MINIMO PANELS

**World Map Panel**
Also available below decks

**Drum Panel**
Available below decks

**Dual Drum Panel**
Available below decks

**Sign Language Panel**
Also available below decks

**Solar System Panel**
Also available below decks

**Racing Game Panel**
Available below decks

**Guardrail W/Ship Wheel**

**Guardrail**

**PE Store Panel**
Available below decks

**SHIP BOW PANEL**

**Safety Panel**

**Ship Hole Panel**
Available Below Decks

**Window Panel**

**Taper Sail**

**Long Taper Sail**

**Ship Sail**

**Net Ship Sail**

**Lookout Tower**

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.*

855-880-0388 www.mykidstale.com
**NATURAL LANDSCAPE PANELS**

- **Timber Safety Panel**
  - Also Available Below Decks
- **Safety Panel**
  - Also Available Below Decks
- **Bench Panel**
  - Available below decks
- **Alphabet Panel**
  - Also available below decks
- **Gear Panel**
  - Also available below decks
- **Shapes Panel**
  - Also available below decks
- **Store Panel**
  - Available below decks
- **Single Slide Hood**
- **Window Panel**
  - Also Available Below Decks
- **Maze Panel**
  - Also available below decks
- **Tic-Tac-Toe Panel**
  - Also available below decks
- **Star Spinner Panel**
  - Available below decks
- **Clock Panel**
  - Also Available Below Decks
- **Basket Safety Panel**
  - Also Available Below Decks
- **Dual Drum Panel**
  - Available below decks
- **Drum Panel**
  - Available below decks

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.*
MAXIMO PANELS

- Dual Drum Panel
  Available below 5’ decks or higher

- Drum Panel
  Available below 5’ decks or higher

- Spin Panel
  Also available below 5’ decks or higher

- Paddle Ball Panel
  Available below 5’ decks or higher

- Store Panel
  Available below 4’ decks or higher

- Bench Panel
  Available below 3’ decks or higher

- Bus Panel
  Available below 4’ decks or higher

- Small Window Panel
  Available below 4’ decks or higher

- Solar System Race Game Panel
  Available below 4’ decks or higher

CLIMBERS

- Mountain Climber
  Deck Height: 4’

- Slotted Climber
  Deck Height: 4’

- Carrot Climber
  Deck Height: 3’

- Rock Wall Climber
  Deck Height: 3’ to 4’

- Cave Rock Climber
  Deck Height: 4’

- Sea Creatures Arch Climber
  Deck Height: 4’

- Mountain Twist Climber
  Deck Height: 4’

- Ocean Wave Climber
  Deck Height: 2’ to 5’

- Figure Climber
  Deck Height: 4’

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
Bones Bridge: Design to link equal height decks
Inclined Bones Bridge: Design to link 1' to 2' deck differentials
Dipwalk Link: Design to link equal height decks
Rise Inter Steps: Design to link 1' to 3' deck differentials
Rise Snake Climber Link: Design to link 1' deck differentials
Rise Loop Climber Link: Design to link 1' to 3' deck differentials

Arch Bridge with Plastic Handrail: Design to link equal height decks
Arch Bridge: Design to link equal height decks
Short Arch Bridge: Design to link equal height decks
Inclined Wave Ocean Climber: Design to link 1' to 2' deck differentials
Enclosed Bones Bridge: Design to link equal height decks
Arch PE Rock Climber Link: Design to link 2' deck differentials

Straight Bridge: Design to link equal height decks
Suspension Bridge: Design to link equal height decks
12' Accessible Ramp: Ramp Length 12' with 1' rise
Arch PE Shapes Climber Link: Design to link 1' deck differentials
Snake Climber Link: Design to link equal height decks
Uphill Climber Link: Design to link equal height decks

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
**ROOFS**

- Hex Leaf Roof
- Four Leaf Roof
- Cone Roof
- Shingle Roof
- Sloping Roof
- Sloping Roof
- Cone Roof
- Bamboo Roof
- Pyramid Roof
- Sail Roof
- PE Gable Roof
- Gambrel Roof
- Hex Pyramid Roof
- Gable Branch Roof
- Castle Roof
- Square Shade (Fabric available in Tan/Green/Red/Blue)
- Hex Shade (Fabric available in Tan/Green/Red/Blue)

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure an appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.*
Floating Tunnel Tower
Arch Bridge
Floating Tunnel Climber
Straight Rung Climber
Maze Rung Climber
Air Spinner
Net Bridge
FROG POD WALK
Curve Climber
Arch Rock Climber
Curved Rock Climber
Wave Rung Climber
Wheel Challenge Ladder
Tri Bar Ladder
Angle Overhead Ladder
Cargo Climber
Cylinder Spinner
Single Sectional Slide

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
SITE AMENITIES

PAC-28601
5Ft Plastic Lumber Bench with Back

PAC-28602
5Ft Plastic Lumber Flat Bench

TB-5212
12" Timber Border with Spike
Dimension: 48" x 4" x 12"

TB-5208
8" Timber Border with Spike
Dimension: 48" x 4" x 8"

PAC-28606
46" Square Picnic Table with Seats

PAC-28603
6Ft. Bench without Back

PAC-28001
6Ft Timber Bench

TB-6244
Half ADA Ramp
Dimension: 62" x 44.5" x 8"

PAC-28604
6Ft. Bench with Back

PAC-28605
6Ft. Table with Bench

PAC-28004
4 Hump Bike Rack

PAC-28005
3 Hump Bike Rack

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.
KIDSTALE WARRANTY

- One Hundred Year (100) Limited Warranty on aluminum and steel upright parts against structural failure due to deterioration, corrosion or workmanship.
- One Hundred Year (100) Limited Warranty on hardware against structural failure due to deterioration, corrosion or workmanship.
- One Hundred Year (100) Limited Warranty on poly caps and stems against structural failure due to deterioration, corrosion or workmanship.
- Seven Year (7) Limited Warranty on snaks, wops, log bodies, blocks and other structural failure due to deterioration, corrosion or workmanship.
- Nine Year (9) Limited Warranty on all HDPE and rotational molded plastic components against structural failure due to materials or workmanship.
- Three Year (3) limited warranty on Cast Iron and Tool Casting, all models.
- Five Year (5) Limited Warranty on casters and bolts against premature wear due to natural degradation or molding defects.
- Five Year (5) Limited Warranty on Kelly posts against structural failure due to materials or workmanship.
- Five Year (5) Limited Warranty on all materials and products not covered above against failure due to materials or workmanship.

KIDSTALE warrants its original customer for as long as the original customer owns the product and uses the product with normal use and installation in accordance with published specifications to be free from defects in materials and workmanship. This warranty does not cover damages due to misuse, vandalism, modified parts or damage such as dents, scratches, fire damage and normal wear and tear. Warranty claims must be filed within the applicable warranty period. Warranty renewal does not include the cost of labor for part replacement. Replacement parts carry the applicable warranty from the date of shipment of the replacement part.

ISO 9001

An industry certification process issued by the International Organization for Standardization. It is used to measure manufacturing standards and to certify company compliance with quality control systems covering design, development, production, installation, inspection and testing.

ASTM

ASTM International is an independent and world renowned developer of technical standards utilized in nearly every industry. ASTM F1487 is a consolidated standard that specifies the performance requirements for Playground Equipment for Public Use. The original standard, F1487-99, was published in 1999 and subsequently replaced by the current version ASTM F1487-11, published November 2011.

ASTM INTERNATIONAL

100 Barr Harbor Drive
West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2950
Website: www.astm.org
E-mail: service@astm.org

Ogibe Group is a member in good standing of IPEMA, the International Play Equipment Manufacturers Association. IPEMA is a member-driven, international trade organization that represents and promotes an open market for manufacturers of play equipment.

In an effort to ensure play safety, the International Play Equipment Manufacturers Association (IPEMA) provides a Third Party Qualification Service whereby a designated independent laboratory, Det Norske Veritas Inc. (DNV), validates an equipment manufacturer’s certification of conformance to ASTM F1487, Standard Consumer Safety Performance Specification for Playground Equipment for Public Use—except sections 7.1.1, 10, and 12.6.1; and CAN/CSA Z614. Children’s Play Structures and Equipment, except cabinets 5.5, 5.5.1, 11, or 12. Both the use of the corresponding logo in Ogibe Group’s catalog signifies that Ogibe Group has received written validation from the independent laboratory that the products associated with the use of this logo conforms to the requirements of the cited standard. Check the IPEMA website (www.ipema.org) to confirm product validation.

IPEMA

4355 N. 8th Street, Suite A
Hamburg, PA 17512
Website: www.ipema.org
E-mail: certification@ipema.org

CPSC

The Consumer Product Safety Commission is an independent agency within the United States Federal Government with the authority to enforce the public consumer product safety performance information and requirements. The CPSC has published its guidelines for public playgrounds in 1987 and has updated their publication several times since then. The current CPSC Handbook for Public Playground Safety, publication 505, is an excellent guide for owners and operators of public playgrounds.

U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION

Washington, DC 20207
Website: www.cpsc.gov
E-mail: info@cpsc.gov

CPSIA — Ogibe Group’s products meet or exceed the requirements of the Consumer Products Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA) of 2008.

CSA — Ogibe Group’s products meet or exceed the requirements of the CAN/CSA-Z614/11.

*It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure appropriate resilient surface is installed under all playground equipment.